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Jazz, Rags & Blues, Books 1 through 4, contain original solos for late elementary
to late intermediate-level pianists that reflect the various styles of the jazz idiom.
An excellent way to introduce your students to this distinctive American
contribution to 20th century music. The CD includes dynamic recordings of each
song.
JazzTimes has been published continuously since 1970 and is the recipient of
numerous awards for journalisim and graphic design. A large crossection of
music afficionados and fans alike view JazzTimes as America's premier jazz
magazine.In addition to insightful profiles of emerging and iconic stars, each
issue contains over 100 reviews of the latest CDs, Books and DVDs. Published
ten times annually, JazzTimes provides uncompromising coverage of the
American jazz scene.
(Jazz Duet). 15 duets for any combination of these instruments, including: Alfie *
Blue Skies * Let's Fall in Love * Star Dust * Unforgettable * When Sunny Gets
Blue * When You Wish Upon a Star * and more.
10 Easy Jazz Duets, written by John La Porta with Greg Nielsen, contains jazz
duets in a variety of styles. This unique book is compatible for performance with
all instruments and is published with a CD of hip rhythm section backgrounds. In
addition, the duets can be performed with a live rhythm section using the chord
symbols provided in the C and Bass Clef editions. Not only is the book great for
individual jazz practice for improvisation, articulation and phrasing, but it provides
interaction with another musician or group with no limitation on the
instrumentation. The duets are also very useful to the educator who may find it
difficult to get a full band together.
(Instrumental Solo). Instrumentalists will love this huge collection of jazz classics,
including: All of Me * Autumn Leaves * Bewitched * Blue Skies * Body and Soul *
Cheek to Cheek * Come Rain or Come Shine * Don't Get Around Much Anymore
* A Fine Romance * Here's to Life * I Could Write a Book * In the Wee Small
Hours of the Morning * It Could Happen to You * The Lady Is a Tramp * Like
Someone in Love * Lullaby of Birdland * Manhattan * Misty * My One and Only
Love * The Nearness of You * On Green Dolphin Street * Satin Doll * Stella by
Starlight * Tangerine * Unforgettable * The Way You Look Tonight * Yesterdays *
and many more.
Music Minus One
Students and teachers, parents and children, grandparents, families, and friends
can all have fun together playing and listening to these! Titles: * Frosty the
Snowman * Jingle Bells * Joy to the World * Let It Snow! Let It Snow! Let It Snow!
* The Little Drummer Boy * Santa Claus Is Coming to Town * Silent Night
10 Easy Jazz DuetsFor Flute, Guitar, Violin, Vibraphone, Piano: C EditonAlfred
Music Publishing
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Featuring seasonal duets with lively rhythms and contemporary harmonies in jazz
style for early intermediate pianists. A perfect way to give students the
opportunity to play with someone else.f
Easy Sheet Music For Trumpet With Trumpet & Piano Duets - Book 1 Including
Trumpet/Piano Duets This is an easy sheet music book with 10 easy pieces for
Trumpet. Each piece has two easy arrangements, one for solo Trumpet, the
other for Trumpet and Piano when playing duets. The piano parts can be played
on piano or electronic keyboard, they are very easy to play and are arranged to
accompany the Trumpet. Contents: Merrily We Roll Along Lightly Row Lullabye
Barcarolle Amazing Grace The New World Symphony Beautiful Dreamer Michael
Row The Boat Ashore When The Saints Go Marching In The Entertainer As well
as playing duets with piano in this book you can also play together in a duet or
ensemble with other instruments with a book for that instrument. All
arrangements are the same and keys are adjusted for B flat, E flat, F and C
instruments so everything sounds correct. Piano parts for all instrument books
are in the same key. To get a book for your instrument choose from the Easy
Sheet Music Book 1 with Piano Duets series. Instruments in this series include
Clarinet, Trombone, Oboe, Tenor Saxophone, Alto Saxophone, French Horn and
Flute. Please check out my author page to view these books. Teachers &
StudentsMusic teachers can use this book as a teaching aid with new students.
Beginners can use this if they want to have a go themselves. My name is Michael
Shaw, I hope you find this book useful, Good luck with your music.
"...[Fred Hughes teaches how to:] 1. perform all chords and variations of major,
minor, diminished & augmented triads; six, seven, nine, elevin & thirteenth
chords 2. provide the harmonic structure and foundation with the left hand 3.
learn the theory of chord construction 4. practice patterns for mastery..."--back
cover.
"First published in the United Kingdom in 1997 by Thames & Hudson Ltd"--Title
page verso.
Did you beep when you should have bopped? Find a saxophone duet partner and learn
to play jazz with more confidence. Includes 30 jazz rhythm challenges, eight practice
duets, and nine extended performance duets at the intermediate level. The E-flat parts
are printed in the first half of the book and the B-flat parts are printed in the second
half---just mix and match! All selections are recorded on the play-along CD by
saxophone greats Bruce Eskovitz and Ernie Watts.
A comprehensive study of the clarinet in use through the classical period, 1760 to 1830,
a period of intensive musical experimentation. The book provides a detailed review and
analysis of construction, design, materials, and makers of clarinets. Rice also explores
how clarinet construction and performance practice developed in tandem with the
musical styles of the period.
Jazz Guitar Duets takes you on an exploration of the entire range of the fretboard
through 10 duets over standard jazz progressions. Each duet is written in standard
notation and is accompanied by audio recordings and in-depth analysis. Read the
etudes together with a friend to strengthen your sight-reading skills and develop your
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ability to read one part against a contrasting part. The accompanying audio features
tracks of the authors playing each duet together, along with additional tracks that isolate
each part. Play along with one track to learn the nuances of jazz phrasing and
articulation, or play along with the other to create a virtual duet. Study the lines and
read the analysis to develop stylisticallyauthentic jazz vocabulary as well as increase
your awareness of two-part counterpoint in the context of jazz harmony. Includes
access to online audio
Easy Sheet Music For Clarinet With Clarinet & Piano Duets - Book 1 Including
Clarinet/Piano Duets This is an easy sheet music book with 10 easy pieces for Clarinet.
Each piece has two easy arrangements, one for solo Clarinet, the other for Clarinet and
Piano when playing duets. The piano parts can be played on piano or electronic
keyboard, they are very easy to play and are arranged to accompany the Clarinet.
Contents: Merrily We Roll Along Lightly Row Lullabye Barcarolle Amazing Grace The
New World Symphony Beautiful Dreamer Michael Row The Boat Ashore When The
Saints Go Marching In The Entertainer As well as playing duets with piano in this book
you can also play together in a duet or ensemble with other instruments with a book for
that instrument. All arrangements are the same and keys are adjusted for B flat, E flat,
F and C instruments so everything sounds correct. Piano parts for all instrument books
are in the same key. To get a book for your instrument choose from the Easy Sheet
Music Book 1 with Piano Duets series. Instruments in this series include Flute,
Trumpet, Trombone, Tenor Saxophone, Alto Saxophone, Oboe and French Horn.
Please check out my author page to view these books. Teachers & StudentsMusic
teachers can use this book as a teaching aid with new students. Beginners can use this
if they want to have a go themselves. My name is Michael Shaw, I hope you find this
book useful, Good luck with your music.
Attention saxophone players -- do you need a challenging duet book? Composed and
arranged by Gordon Goodwin at the medium-advanced to advanced level, these 10
saxophone duets are completely interchangeable for any combination of E-flat or B-flat
saxophones. You can play with a duet partner or use the recording to play duets with
great saxophonists Gordon Goodwin (tenor sax) or Eric Marienthal (alto sax). Also
included is TNT 2 software which lets you mute either part so that you can play along.
TNT 2 also allows you to slow the tempo down for practice. Includes 10 exciting Gordon
Goodwin tunes: Act Your Age * Count Bubba's Revenge * El Macho Muchacho *
Gumbo Street * Hunting Wabbits * The Jazz Police * La Pequeña Almeja * Maynard &
Waynard * Swingin' for the Fences * There's the Rub Features: * Improve your jazz
concept, articulation, time, intonation and sight-reading * Duets are playable with any
combination of E-flat or B-flat saxophones (requires two books) * Gordon Goodwin
plays the tenor sax on Duet Part 1 and Part 2 * Eric Marienthal plays the alto sax on
Duet Part 1 and Part 2 * Gordon and Eric play together on Duet Part 1 and Part 2 * Play
with a duet partner or with TNT 2 by muting one of the parts * Opportunities to
improvise too!
Part of the popular Top Ten series, this collection contains ten carefully selected pieces
in the jazz style. There is such variety within the genre we call jazz it seems almost
impossible to do it justice in just ten songs, but weve given it our best shot. Weve
unforgettable standards, like Duke Ellingtons Take The A Train, and Fly Me To ......

Etudes, studies and duets designed to enhance music reading skills, specifically
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written for the jazz player. Inlcudes an explanation of musical symbols and
helpful suggestions to make sight-reading easy.
A valuable assortment of teacher/student duets in their original form written by
teachers and composers during the 18th and 19th centuries. Arranged in order of
difficulty, the student parts are limited to a single five-finger position and fall
primarily within the grand staff reading range. Each book includes works by such
composers as Diabelli, Gurlitt, Bercucci, Wohlfahrt, Berens and others.
For Saxes Only! 10 Jazz Duets for Saxophone is a fantastic collection of jazz
standards, all arranged for two easy- to intermediate-level players. These jazz
duets include music by George Gershwin, Cole Porter, and Dizzy Gillespie, as
well as a few originals composed especially for this book. The duets are written
for performance by two instruments pitched in the same key, such as a B-flat
tenor with a B-flat soprano, or an E-flat alto with an E-flat baritone. The enclosed
CD features Greg Yasinitsky playing all the duets, with each part recorded on a
separate channel. To play along with the CD, the saxophonist simply turns off
one of the stereo channels. A great way to work on jazz concept, phrasing,
intonation, and blend, and a fun way to make music with friends! Titles are: Bye
Bye Blackbird * A Foggy Day * The Man I Love * But Not for Me * What Is This
Thing Called Love * Groovin' High * Fly by Night * Good to Go * Big Sky * Crazy
Eights.
In Beginner Jazz Soloing For Trumpet the art of improvisation for beginners is
broken down into six steps that guide students to become confident improvisers.
You will become fully equipped to improvise a solo with confidence.
As guitar instruction increases in popularity in secondary schools, many band,
choir, and orchestra teachers are asked to teach guitar. In one helpfully concise
volume, Teaching Beginning Guitar Class: A Practical Guide provides all of the
practical tools that are necessary to teach guitar in the classroom, especially for
music instructors who are not guitar specialists. Formatted to follow the school
year from summer planning to opening weeks of the fall semester to a week-toweek timeline for the full school year, Teaching Beginning Guitar Class
encompasses all possible needs for a non-guitar playing music instructor
navigating the world of guitar instruction in a classroom setting. In twelve expertly
organized chapters, author and veteran guitar teacher Bill Swick gives hard and
fast guides for instruction, providing reassurance alongside invaluable tips for
novice guitar educators. This book addresses questions such as 'I Do Not Play
Guitar, Why Do I have to Teach Guitar?'; 'What is the Classroom Lifespan of a
Guitar?'; and 'New Students in January?' while also providing practical solutions
including basic setup, how to select the correct method book, and equipment
maintenance.
(Instrumental). A collection of nearly 40 fantastic sax solos from these hit songs:
After the Love Has Gone * Bad to the Bone * Badlands * Baker Street * Born to
Run * Careless Whisper * Dancing in the Dark * Freeway of Love * I Can't Go for
That * It's Still Rock and Roll to Me * Modern Love * New York State of Mind *
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One More Night * Smooth Operator * Waiting on a Friend * Young Americans *
and more!
Guide to the Euphonium Repertoire is the most definitive publication on the status of the
euphonium in the history of this often misunderstood and frequently under-appreciated
instrument. This volume documents the rich history, the wealth of repertoire, and the incredible
discography of the euphonium. Music educators, composers/arrangers, instrument historians,
performers on other instruments, and students of the euphonium (baritone horn, tenor tuba,
etc.) will find the exhaustive research evident in this volume's pages to be compelling and
comprehensive. Contributors are Lloyd Bone, Brian L. Bowman, Neal Corwell, Adam Frey,
Marc Dickman, Bryce Edwards, Seth D. Fletcher, Carroll Gotcher, Atticus Hensley, Lisa M.
Hocking, Sharon Huff, Kenneth R. Kroesche, R. Winston Morris, John Mueller, Michael B.
O'Connor, Eric Paull, Joseph Skillen, Kelly Thomas, Demondrae Thurman, Matthew J.
Tropman, and Mark J. Walker.
Easy Sheet Music For Alto Saxophone With Alto Saxophone & Piano Duets - Book 1 Including
Alto Saxophone/Piano Duets This is an easy sheet music book with 10 easy pieces for Alto
Saxophone. Each piece has two easy arrangements, one for solo Alto Saxophone, the other
for Alto Saxophone and Piano when playing duets. The piano parts can be played on piano or
electronic keyboard, they are very easy to play and are arranged to accompany the Alto
Saxophone. Contents: Merrily We Roll Along Lightly Row Lullabye Barcarolle Amazing Grace
The New World Symphony Beautiful Dreamer Michael Row The Boat Ashore When The Saints
Go Marching In The Entertainer As well as playing duets with piano in this book you can also
play together in a duet or ensemble with other instruments with a book for that instrument. All
arrangements are the same and keys are adjusted for B flat, E flat, F and C instruments so
everything sounds correct. Piano parts for all instrument books are in the same key. To get a
book for your instrument choose from the Easy Sheet Music Book 1 with Piano Duets series.
Instruments in this series include Flute, Trumpet, Trombone, Tenor Saxophone, Alto
Saxophone, Clarinet and French Horn. Please check out my author page to view these books.
Teachers & StudentsMusic teachers can use this book as a teaching aid with new students.
Beginners can use this if they want to have a go themselves. My name is Michael Shaw, I
hope you find this book useful, Good luck with your music.
(Berklee Guide). Learn to play with jazz phrasing and articulation. These 27 duets are in jazz
and jazz-influenced styles such as swing, bebop, funk, samba, and others. They are
appropriate for performance by any melodic instruments. The duets feature independent
contrapuntal lines, and practicing them will give you intimate insight into how these constructs
sound and can be used to create a wide variety of colors. You will improve your ear, sense of
timing, phrasing, and your facility in bringing theoretical principles into musical expression. You
will learn to use: jazz staccato and legato articulations * scales, modes, harmonies and other
structures * various meters and ways of interpreting them * phrasing within and between
measures * swing feel * and more
Now the best-selling band method is even better! The same great method that directors have
come to trust now includes a CD ANDa DVD. Features include: • BOOK: Same great Essential
Elements 2000 method! • CD-CD-ROM FEATURES:
SOON TO BE A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE from director Ridley Scott, starring Lady Gaga
and Adam Driver The sensational true story of murder, madness, glamour, and greed that
shook the Gucci dynasty, now fully updated with a new afterword On March 27, 1995, Maurizio
Gucci, heir to the fabulous fashion dynasty, was slain by an unknown gunman as he
approached his Milan office. In 1998, his ex-wife Patrizia Reggiani Martinelli--nicknamed "The
Black Widow" by the press--was sentenced to 29 years in prison, for arranging his murder. Did
Patrizia murder her ex-husband because his spending was wildly out of control? Did she do it
because her glamorous ex was preparing to marry his mistress, Paola Franchi? Or is there a
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possibility she didn't do it at all? The Gucci story is one of glitz, glamour, intrigue, the rise, near
fall and subsequent resurgence of a fashion dynasty. Beautifully written, impeccably
researched, and widely acclaimed, The House of Gucci will captivate readers with its pageturning account of high fashion, high finance, and heart-rending personal tragedy.
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